
DIVINE PLAN 

1. Cooperative Barter Exchange affiliate buyer’s network, that creates a credit-line to energy 

exchange your own products and services to a global marketplace of subscribers. 

2. To work in the parameters of a self-governance system under universal lore / divine natural 

law jurisdiction of conscious oneness in common unity of conscious communities. 

3. As a conscious community, we all need to simplify life by minimizing the use of natural, 

capital and human resources by and within a shared community. 

4. We encourage a contribution Society. Everyone selects an industrial classification HERE. To 

place all the skill-sets, talents and experience of individuals into a collective work-force as 

interdependent cooperative business alliances that are divided into primary industry 

sectors to rebuild our resources and the economic stability for future sustainable 

population growth. Each generation equally inherits the previous generation’s 

accumulated wealth of resources and maintains its growth for future generations.  

5. Every able person commits 10 Hours a week minimum community service of their chosen 

profession or best skill-set by experience in a work-from-home style business with 

minimum achievable targets to contribute to their communal-living, conscious community. 

This can begin with the sponsorship program as a first step toward success, as an 

independent within an interdependent collective society. 

6. Any Crime, no matter how small that brings harm to another hue-man being and their 

property, or environment will have their account(s) suspended for remedy or be 

terminated entirely. We encourage people to stay in their own lane and mind their own 

business to be respectful to others in the community, unless there is an abuse of 

community trust. 

7. Everyone is responsible and accountable to the areas in which they reside as guardians and 

protectors of the land we live on. All land is the environment of each hue-man being, so we 

are required to nurture 1 Acre diameter from our person or residence, whether individually 

or collectively with other residents as an environmental policy.  

8. Each hue-man being has the right to hold others accountable to their responsibility to 

maintain the local environment they all live within. The contribution towards a Society can 

be achieved by self-monitoring or on a community level of elected community or village 

leader management. Standard House Rules will apply but common areas are shared among 

each community member. This is where the 10 Hours a week community service of each 

individual is spent.  

9. We encourage people to create shared communities. Time Banking or Service Providers 

exchanging their talents for credits. Putting ideas into action and implementing a working 

community. Seeking community grants to establish viable community projects that helps 

the community’s growth and development.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_and_New_Zealand_Standard_Industrial_Classification#References


10. Manpower Outsourcing and Recruitment offers a work-force of paid volunteers and 

Cooperative Businesses who utilize the free community service hours as a contribution to 

society. 

11. Aotearoha Kawanatanga – The World of Love Governance establishes non-government 

Foundations and Philanthropic Hue-manitarian Community Services for the benefit of each 

community and a collective working cooperative. 

12. We encourage working cooperatives and shared joint ventures and the expression of 

interest into natural innovative concepts and ideas that are not harmful to the environment.  

13. We encourage (non-chemical) natural and organic growth of consumable vegetables and 

seed-bearing fruits. 

This is merely an introduction to a greater plan. Many of you have your own ideas and we 

encourage your participation and contribution to a better society.  


